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Abstract

The paper focuses on various dimensions of the Hofstede’s model on cultural differences. It analyses how the dimensions of the Hofstede’s model help in analysing the behaviour of an employee in a Hospitality sector. The viewpoints provided in this regard have been supported by valid arguments which have been further supported by giving the references of well known academicians and researchers from around the globe. As the paper moves further it provides the reasons which make study of cultural differences vital. Paper provides some experiences of a migrant (i.e. of the author) at a new work place in a new continent. The text given has been divided in sections which makes it easily understandable.
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Introduction

The proper study of human behaviour is vital in hospitality workplace, as hospitality products are intangible [1] especially aspects of services offered by Sommelier or that of Spa which cannot be measured only can be rated as good or bad. Hospitality employee’s behaviour does have positive or negative effect on service receiver as services are inseparable from its provider [2] and to have positive effect study of cultural differences is vital.

Hofstede has presented a well balanced model on cultural differences as most of the dimensions in the model on broader scale help in analysing and interpreting the behaviour of workers in Hospitality workplace. The following text supports that how Hofstede’s model of cultural differences helps analysing the behaviour of people related to hospitality industry.

Power Distance and Uncertainty Avoidance:- The First Two Dimensions in Hofstede’s Model

It means the psychological gap that exists between workers that have power and those who don’t have [3]. The inequalities that come with unequal distribution of power among workers also comes under dimension of Power Distance. In countries like New Zealand power distance among boss and subordinate is least, however in India it’s opposite. Therefore, it can be said that if a New Zealand’s employee works in India he may face difficulties in working as well as difficulties in behaviour with boss due to the reason that in India power distance is more in comparison of New Zealand. Hence, Hofstede’s model is beneficial in analysing that due to more power distance in India, New Zealand’s employee or employees from other countries with low power distance may face behavioural difficulties with boss while working in hospitality sector. The second dimension of Hofstede’s model i.e. Uncertainty avoidance refers to stress level on an employee or individual regarding his uncertain future [3]. The cultural background and behaviour of an individual plays important role on how he/she deals with risk of uncertain future. In such countries where people cope with risk more easily they are comfortable with unknown situations [4]. This dimension of Hofstede is useful in hospitality industry as work shifts of an employee for a month are not generally known quite in advance and he may have to work in break shifts. This uncertainty of work shifts is basically due to more demanding guests and companies trying to please guests to have cutting edge over competitors. It is observed that if an employee is given his duty rota well in advance then he can plan his operations well. Hence, not only benefitting him but organisation as well in terms of output. But with uncertainty of shifts an employee can become stressful which may negatively affect his behaviour. If such employee is from country where people cope with unknown situations easily, then he or she would be happy to serve and work in varied shifts. Hence, Hofstede dimension of Uncertainty Avoidance is beneficial in analysing that the employees who belong to countries where people cope with uncertain situations comfortably. Such people may not have any behavioural or other mental complexities while working in different time-tables.

Third and the Fourth Dimension in Hofstede’s Model: Individualism v/s Collectivism and Masculinity-Femineity

Individualism v/s Collectivism says that how much an employee thinks of him or her and how much for his team/society. This dimension of Hofstede is beneficial in analysing employee’s behaviour as in countries where there is more individualism a person can have selfish behaviour and selfishness is not accepted in hospitality industry as it requires team spirit. For example:- if a hospitality employee is having individualistic behaviour then he may not be a good team player, but hospitality workplace being a part of collectivistic society requires team play. Research reflects that a worker who has good bonding with fellow mates comes out of intricate situations easily. Fourth dimension given by Hofstede i.e. Masculinity-Femineity refers to the partition of roles among Males and Females. The nature of men on broader scale
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have masculine orientation, but in some of the feminine countries like Netherlands men may have more feminine orientation [3]. Society expects that person with feminine nature would be more polite and those who are masculine will be less polite in comparison of feminine natured person. The usefulness of this dimension is explained in form of an example. For say, a female boss having feminine nature may understand the nature and problems of female stewards working under her easily. However, a male boss may not be able to do this as good as female boss. Hence, it can be said that lady boss can allocate work to the stewards (female workers) as per their nature expecting better output from them.

Fifth and the Last Dimension in Hofstede Model on Cultural Differences Helping Hospitality Industry

Long term versus short term societies is the last dimension given by Hofstede in his model for cultural differences. Some cultures are past oriented whereas some are future oriented. In certain cultures people plan for longer time when they are planning for future. Similarly, when past incidences are considered which shaped current time people tend to move further back in time so that they can shape their future very well [4]. This dimension is also vital for interpretation of behaviour in hospitality workplace as an employee who belongs to long term society may seek for long term benefits in job and person who belongs to short term society may behave differently in hospitality establishment and seek for instant rewards.

Significance of Studying Cultural Diversity

The excellent work done by Hofstede in his model for Cultural Differences ignited spark in my mind to give shoulder to this topic and further analyse that why studying cultural differences is crucial. Studying diverse culture brought by employees from various backgrounds is vital in the work place for various reasons like establishing and maintaining proper work culture in order to promote elevated levels of output in an organisation. Justification which supports this argument is that studying cultural diversity helps in keeping migrant workers in high cultural and behavioural difference. I along with my other fellow workers experienced the same when my manager introduced a new policy which is adequate for local population of New Zealand as in policy from other than the host country are working [6]. The problem of Resource Planning (HRP), as HRP can be a problem where workers maintained high spirits. After, finishing my shift one day I asked my supervisor "when will I be given the chance to work with other locals who were recruited along with me?" and he bluntly replied "that there was wide gap between you and other Chinese workers". Then he looked to move further back in time so that they can shape their future very well.

But, it’s said that ‘all is well that ends well’ and soon I got a better term society may behaves differently in hospitality establishment and seek for instant rewards.

Experiences of the Migrant

Being a migrant worker in New Zealand I was also regarded as Job Hopper. But there were valid reasons which led to often job change. Certain particular incidences faced by a migrant worker (myself) in a new environment where culture was quite different then home country has been elaborated as under.

Moody says that “Most of the countries into which mass migration flows need these desperate workers to fill jobs that natural population growth can no longer fill. Yet, immigrant workers are ill-treated and poorly paid” [8]. My experience was also similar when I was working in a Chinese restaurant situated near Queen Street in Auckland, New Zealand. There were several reasons such as my race, my language, even my age group and gender which made me feel out of place and in some instances I experienced discrimination. Though I was shortlisted for that job after a tough trade test but yet due to apparent biased behaviour from the higher level management and other employees my experience of that job wasn’t enjoyable [9].

During my first day at the Chinese restaurant I was told to do the work which was below my job profile i.e. below the job profile of restaurant boy. In that restaurant there were separate employees for cleaning floors and utensils but due to my different facial structure in high spirits and due to this increased level of morale they are able to fill the gap of required skills which a local may not [5]. Hence, by studying and resolving the cultural issues an organisation can keep its employees in a joyful mood and can increase revenue. Moreover, in the present scenario when the world is shrinking into a global village study of cultural diversity requires a deep thought for harmony among various co-workers. With the existence of harmony among employees team work can be achieved easily as team work is need of hour and for proper team work selection of team as per inter relationship of job is crucial [6]. Therefore, without studying previous work cultures of employee’s formation of an effective and efficient team is a hard nut to crack.

The time progressed but my job profile more or less remained the same. However, during this period I always tried to be happy and maintained high spirits. After, finishing my shift one day I asked my supervisor “when will I be given the chance to work with other locals who were recruited along with me?” and he bluntly replied “that there is wide gap between you and other Chinese workers”. Then he looked at my face for few seconds and walked away. From his this silent look I analysed that he himself was not happy to say me that being a migrant I am not a good worker. However, migrants bring different skills required for the job which locals sometimes do not possess [5]. During my days in Chinese restaurant I thought clicked in my mind that I was ill treated not due to the reason of being a migrant but may be due to the reason that I didn’t share the same values and culture as that of the owners of the restaurant.

But, it’s said that ‘all is well that ends well’ and soon I got a better rather the best what I could have achieved in terms of job. I was recruited by a company providing outsourced services in major hotels of New Zealand and then by the links from this particular job I joined as a lecturer at a college and that to in Auckland itself.
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